SMAC100® SERIES, A SENSOR FOR EVERYTHING

SMAC100 Series®, a sensor for everything
The innumerable applications of SMAC100 Series® universal sensors have been the
differentiator of Maccion to implement 4.0 solutions to improve production and logistics
processes. These small wireless devices with more than 10 years of autonomy were
tailored to detect and notify all kinds of events that may occur in a production plant.

SMAC100® sensor
The SMAC100 works at very low power and only wakes up when a change of state in
some physical magnitude is triggered. Then, the valuable information is transmitted to
the data collection systems through a secure protocol.

SMAC100® sensor transmitting the information to a gateway of Bicaptor® data capture
platform
The Catalan company was in charge of designing and producing its own device for its
business strategy: "feel and manage the factory in real time".
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The evolution of a custom design
The ability to develop tailored devices has accompanied Maccion since its inception:
the first version of these electronics was developed to detect the presence of material
in the gravity ramps and thus be able to automatically supply the work stations. With
this solution, the company gained a meteoric visibility in the automotive sector thanks
to the awards and projects received from the Automotive Cluster (CIAC) and the
commitment by important companies in the sector such as SEAT, Continental and
Magneti Marelli.

Days of Logistics Innovation of SEAT

Advanced Factories 2018
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During the years of growth, the installation of these sensors in logistics management
systems allowed customers to reduce service response times and the level of
intermediate stocking to more than 50%.
 The key to success: a low cost implementation system, flexible, scalable and
well connected.
 The key features: the SMAC100® sensors and the Bicaptor® data capture and
interconnection platform.
During the years of consolidation, Maccion has managed to democratize the transition
to industry 4.0 by developing other production and maintenance management systems
without losing the essence: fast and customized digitization of factories, data accuracy
and real time of the information.
Currently the company already has a global platform that still integrates the capabilities
and applications of SMAC100® sensors but also provides new use-case solutions that
improve the productivity of different areas of a company: logistics management,
traceability of assets and products, real-time information and checklist at the
workplace, control and measurements of the production.

Success stories of the sensor for everything
Below, some of the solutions that Maccion has implemented thanks to the capabilities
of SMAC100® and Bicaptor® technologies:
 Detection of lack of material on ramps for automatic replenishment at Magneti
Marelli and Continental
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 Detection of the presence of a box in a finished product buffer for transport
notification integrated into SAP in Continental

 Detection of rotation in rotary platforms for the replacement of containers with
finished product in Magneti Marelli and Gedia
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 Tracking of vibrations and falls for the tools of dimensional control of
Tecnomatrix

 Geolocation indoor for the traceability of quality tools in Gestamp

 Presence, level of activity and temperature at a point of work to manage risk
prevention and maintenance in a Training Centre Practice
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 Detection of movements of a robot to manage the flow of materials in Magneti
Marelli

 Counting of finished product parts for the calculation of performance and OEE
in Magneti Marelli, Gedia and Continental
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 Detection of presence of raw material containers on mobile platforms to
manage replenishment notices in Gedia

 Geolocation of trucks in real time to manage transportation notices to operators
who are closest to the collection points in Magneti Marelli
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The strengths of the universal sensor
The sensors detect the distance to objects, tilt, magnetic field vectors, acceleration
vectors, ambient light intensity and temperature. The key to success is in their technical
characteristics:



Wireless transmission range of more than 100m in the open field



The autonomy of the sensors is higher than 10 years



Adding or replacing a sensor does not require additional configuration



The sensors perform under extended ranges of temperature



The packaging of the sensors is industrial and waterproof

The future of the smart sensor
Maccion differs from its competitors thanks to the ability to gather information from
factories with non-intrusive methods to productive processes that require very little
installation time. For this reason, the company continues to focus on the continuous
innovation of the SMAC100® sensors and the Bicaptor® platform.
In particular, the focus of sensors improvement is to provide them with new features
such as artificial vision, mass storage of the historical value of physical quantities
during years or the ability to digitalize behavior patterns of the operators.
But there is no need to wait for new versions of the sensor to find new applications. Its
measurement capacity, the interconnection to other systems and devices and the
geolocation information will bring us new opportunities and use-cases.
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